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Abstract

The long-term psychological effects of terrorist attacks on social attitudes are unknown

and challenging to estimate. The 2019 Christchurch New Zealand mosque attacks initially

increased the public acceptance of Muslims, the targeted minority. However, whether this

minority-acceptance effect is durable, or instead follows a transitory “rallying to the flag”

trajectory, remains unclear. Here, we combine nine years of national-scale panel data from

the New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study (2012-2021, N = 47, 948) with a rigorous

potential outcomes framework for causal inference to consistently estimate a multi-year

terrorism-induced minority-acceptance effect. Initially, the attacks strongly boosted the

acceptance of the targeted Muslim community. During the following two years, Muslim

acceptance continued to grow. The estimated growth rate in Muslim acceptance was similar

to the inferred Muslim acceptance-rate had the attacks never occurred. We infer that

the post-attack acceptance effect of the targeted Muslim community following the 2019

Christchurch mosque attacks was durable for at least two years. Terrorists seek social

division. Here, the long-term effect was acceptance.

Keywords: Counterfactual, Longitudinal, Multiple Imputation, Potential Outcomes,

Prejudice, White Nationalism

On March 15, 2019, a far-right extremist attacked two mosques in Christchurch, New

Zealand, killing 51 Muslims. Another 49 Muslims were injured1. Over 250 survivors witnessed

the murders first-hand. New Zealand’s Muslim minority, which totals 1.3% of the general popu-

lation2, has a long history of peaceful settlement. Nevertheless, prior to the attacks, anti-Muslim

prejudice exceeded that of any other measured minority2,3.

Terrorists attempt to harm targeted communities in two ways: (1) directly by injury; (2)

indirectly by shifting public opinion against the targeted communities4,5. Psychological research

suggests that terrorists do not generally succeed in their second objective: initially, attacked

minorities experience greater acceptance5,6. Terrorism diminishes minority acceptance only

when the minority group is associated with the violence7–12. The initial effects of the 2019

Christchurch New Zealand mosque attacks fit this pattern. Shanaah et al.13 found an 8% in-

crease in warmth ratings of Muslims immediately following the attacks. The theoretically and

practically important question is whether such acceptance is transitory. Notably, the effects

of terrorist attacks on government attitudes are short-lived14. For example, the September 11

attacks in the United States initially boosted President George W. Bush’s approval ratings to

90% favourable15; however Bush’s approval steadily declined thereafter16. Evidence from New

Zealand also supports a transitory effect hypothesis for political attitudes: an early increase in

satisfaction with the New Zealand government lasted only three months17. Although computing

the long-term psychological effect of major a terrorist attack on prejudice is both theoretically

and practically interesting, causal identification is challenging after an entire population is ex-

posed to news of the attacks (S1). Standard methods for causal inference using time-series data

such as inverse-probability of censoring weights are not available for population-wide exposures

(S1). Here, we leverage information from previous waves of a large, national probability panel

in New Zealand (New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study, years: 2012 to 2021, N = 47, 948)

to ”clone-and-multiply-impute” the missing values counterfactual observations for the no-attack

condition across the population after the attacks occurred. This approach extends a less familiar
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counterfactual outcomes framework from causal epidemiology18 that is becoming more common-

place in causal mediation analysis19–21. Adapting a multiple-imputation approach to a setting of

population-wide exposure allows us consistently estimate the average population-level Muslim

acceptance-trajectory had the terrorist attacks never occurred, and therefore to identify a causal

estimand for the long-term marginal effect of the Christchurch attacks on public attitudes to

Muslims.

Method

Sample

The New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study (NZAVS) is a large, national-scale probability

panel study in New Zealand (S1, S2, S3). The panel study started in 2009, however, anti-Muslim

prejudice items were not introduced until 2012 (Time 4). Fig 1 A shows daily counts of responses

during those years (2012-2021). N = 67, 858 NZAVS participants responded at least once. As

evident in the graph, there was a large cohort-booster prior to the attacks in 2018, resulting

in a sample of N = 47, 948, which is about 1.5% of New Zealand’s adult population. Fig 1

B presents a regression discontinuity analysis, revealing a sharp difference in the acceptance of

Muslims following the attacks (details in S5). Not only is the boost in acceptance large, the

acceptance trend following the attacks is also positive. Nothing in the observed data suggests

regression to the pre-attack mean, suggesting continued growth in acceptance. However, we

cannot estimate a long-term marginal causal effect of the attacks on acceptance with these

observed data. Regression discontinuity may recover the causal effect of a population-wide

exposure at a threshold – here, a temporal threshold: before/after the attacks22. Yet the 2019

Christchurch mosque shootings was a national event that nearly simultaneously affected the

entire population (discussed in S1). To consistently estimate a long-term causal effect requires

inferring a counterfactual trajectory had the attacks never occurred. Yet after a population-wide

exposure there are no longer any observations from the country’s population in the no-exposure

condition.

Generally speaking, causal inference is a missing data problem18,23–25 (S6). Table 1 clarifies

the structure this problem by exposure condition. First, responses are missing when participants

do not respond to questions: non-response. Another source of selection bias is panel attrition26.

Although the attack-exposure is random, selection bias will occur if, for example, people low in

MuslimWarmth were also more prone to non-response or to attrition. Second, the counterfactual

responses required to quantify individual causal effects are always missing. For each individual

at time k ∈ K, we observe at most only one outcome, here: Yi|Ai = 1 (attack exposure) or

Yi|Ai = 0 (no attack exposure), but never both.

Fig 2 A presents the timing of the attack in the setting of daily NZAVS data collection

from Time 10 to Time 12 (years 2018-2021). There were N = 47, 948 participants in the year of

the attacks (Time 10), 1.5% of New Zealand’s adult population26. Panel attrition accounted for

29.0% missing responses in the year following the attacks and 34.6% in the two following years.

Fig 2 B presents two causal graphs (Single World Intervention Graphs or SWIGs). These

show the vector of counterfactual outcomes for the separate attack exposure conditions: (Fig
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Figure 1: (A) New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study (panel) daily histogram of response
counts. Total number of individuals observed at least once: N = 67, 858. (B) Regression
discontinuity analysis reveals a sharp increase in sample average acceptance of Muslims after
the attacks followed by continued growth. Note, the evidence in data collection during New
Zealand’s 2020 COVID lockdown, indicated by the white gap in mid-2020, is a reminder of an
additional source of for selection bias, a global pandemic, for which adjustment is needed for
causal identification.

2 B, top = exposed (Ya=1); Fig 2 B, bottom = unexposed (Ya=0). “S” denotes selection

bias, which is possible for all Ya=1
k but is only possible for Ya=0

k=0. Notably, all responses in

the counterfactual no-exposure condition during the following two years, Ya=0
k>0, are unobserved.

Although the challenges of imputing missing responses differ by condition, the problem for

causal estimation remains one of recovering average unobserved counterfactual outcomes for

the population (S6)18. Here, we employed a multiple-imputation approach for counterfactual

recovery18,25. To infer missing responses from observations for each of N = 47, 948 potential

outcomes on each individual at each wave, we created two response indicators Y 0
i and Y 1

i ,
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Figure 2: (A) Daily responses before and after the attacks observed within-participants over
three years. These constitute a natural experiment, with pre/post measurements for the attack-
exposure. (B) Presents a causal graphs (here, two ”Single World Intervention Graphs or
SWIGS”)27. These graphs help clarify sources of bias for causal inference. Selection bias is
indicated by the collider-confounder “S”. Population-wide missing counterfactual no-exposure
responses are indicated by Y a=0

k>0 . Partially observed missing counterfactual outcomes within
each wave are indicated by Blue font. Here, we use the terms “counterfactual” and “potential”
outcomes interchangeably.

wave k = 0 . . . 2 (S7). These indicators correspond to potential outcomes for the two exposures

at each wave; at most only one of each potential outcome is observed19 (S7). Importantly,

the observed data do not contain the joint distributions for both counterfactual outcomes at

each time point (we cannot observe these correlations at the individual level). We therefore

multiply-impute missing responses in Ya=1
k and Ya=0

k separately18 using the Amelia II package

in R, which enables within-unit imputation for repeated-measures time-series data (S7). To

multiply impute the trajectory for the counter-factual no-exposure condition Ya=0
k , we leveraged
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Table 1: Table shows missing potential or counterfactual outcomes. Blue font denotes partially
observed missing counterfactual outcomes. Red font denotes completely missing counterfactual
outcomes.

Time10 Time11 Time12

0 1 0 1 0 1

(N=47948) (N=47948) (N=47795) (N=47795) (N=47692) (N=47692)

Warmth to Muslims
Mean (SD) 4.18 (1.52) 4.41 (1.39) NA (NA) 4.41 (1.42) NA (NA) 4.47 (1.38)
Median [Min, Max] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] NA [NA, NA] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] NA [NA, NA] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00]
Missing 8029 (16.7%) 41771 (87.1%) 47795 (100%) 13857 (29.0%) 47692 (100%) 16481 (34.6%)

longitudinal responses from Time 4 - Time 10 (the NZAVS waves that contained measures of

Muslim prejudice before the attacks, which were needed to predict the fully missing post-attack

trajectory). To predict missing values (k = −6 . . . 0, A|a = 0), we used baseline responses for Z =

{age, education, ethnicity, has-partner, identity-male, is-employed, is-parent, NZ-deprivation,

religious identification, resides-urban}, which we assumed jointly sufficient to impute missing

responses of Ya=1
k without bias. We multiply imputed m = 10 complete datasets for the A|a = 0

condition. To impute missing Ya=1 responses, we selected all participants who responded to

NZAVS Time 10. We again obtained baseline scores for covariates at this wave and again

multiply imputed m = 10 datasets, this time for the A|a = 1 condition in Waves 10-12. We

combined each of the the two separately imputed datasets into a single dataset for the joint

outcomes for Waves 10-12 – the exposure year and the two years that followed. Because the

correlation in individual-level observations for each condition are not observed we estimated

separate error terms by each condition. We verified this method of potential outcome recovery

by deleting responses for Muslim warmth ratings from the 2016-2017 waves of the NZAVS,

applying the Amelia II multiple-imputation by chained-equations approach, and comparing the

inferred population means with the observed population means. Results confirmed a good match

between imputed and observed outcomes (S7). A simulation study provided further reassurance

S10.

We applied this “clone-and-impute” method to the 2018-2021 waves (Times 10-12), visually

inspected trace plots (S8), and performed additional sensitivity analyses for the method on dif-

ferent NZAVS temporal cohorts (S9, S14). These studies revealed that at least two waves panel

data are required to consistently estimate totally missing trajectories in the NZAVS dataset.

Next, for each of the m = 10 merged multiply-imputed datasets, we implemented a Bayesian

multilevel model to estimate the main effects of (1) the attack-condition, (2) time, and (3) the

interaction of attack-condition and time28–30. The attack-condition coefficient locates uncer-

tainty about the marginal causal effect of the attack on anti-Muslim Prejudice. The coefficient

for wave locates uncertainty about the counterfactual growth in acceptance had the attacks not

occurred. The interaction term coefficient locates uncertainty about the marginal differences in

the growth rate for acceptance following the attacks compared with the rate had the attacks

not occurred. To adjust for the dependencies arising from the repeated measure, we included

separate uncorrelated variance parameters for the repeated measures intercept and the residual

error terms; unlike standard mixed-effects modelling, this approach ensured that the varying in-

tercepts/errors were independent of the exposure31. We report our statistical model and priors
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in (S11). We evaluated priors using posterior predictive graphs (S12). We report results with

informative priors, yet results were insensitive to this choice (S12). MCMC chains converged

(S13). We combined the posterior distributions from the 10×models to locate uncertainty29

presented in the results. We are grateful to those who wrote the open-source software that we

used, see: S18.

Results

Coefficients are presented in Fig 3 A and S16. Uncertainty about the marginal causal effect

of the attacks on the acceptance of Muslims is given by: βattack = 0.19[0.16, 0.21]. Uncertainty

about the marginal causal effect the counterfactual acceptance trend in Muslim acceptance

had the attacks not occurred is given by βwave = 0.05[0.04, 0.07] (S4). Uncertainty about the

difference between the unrealised Muslim acceptance trajectory had the attacks not occurred

and the realised Muslim acceptance trajectory following the attacks is given by: βattack×wave =

−0.01[−0.04, 0.01]. As expected given the multiple-imputation procedure, there is greater uncer-

tainty in the counterfactual no-attack residual variance component σno attack = 0.44[0.44, 0.45]

compared with the counterfactual attack residual variance component: σattack = 0.26[0.25, 0.26]

)(see: S16). Fig 3B shows the marginal predicted trends for the attack (blue) and non-attack

(red) conditions. Fig 4 presents the predicted marginal trajectories for the counterfactual attack

and no-attack conditions, revealing a strong boost to Muslim acceptance that remains positive

during the following two years. We obtained similar estimates using maximum likelihood esti-

mation (S17). A sensitivity analysis fixing the counterfactual trajectory to twice the observed

rate of acceptance did not diminish the positive post-attack trajectory but rather only shifted

the intercept for acceptance at baseline downward (S14). Collectively, these results indicate

that the Christchurch terrorist attacks strongly boosted Muslim acceptance, that this accep-

tance continued to grow during the following two and a half years, and that this rate of growth

in Muslim acceptance was roughly similar to the inferred rate of increase in Muslim acceptance

had the attacks not occurred. These signals, which are evident in the raw observed data in

Fig1, were robust to our best attempts to challenge associations in the observed data using a

counterfactual outcomes framework for causal inference.
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Figure 3: (A) Posterior locations for the effects of the attacks and the counterfactual and realised
time trajectories. (B) Graph of the predicted marginal trajectory for the attack condition (blue)
and (unrealised) no-attack condition (brown). Despite evidence for slightly slower growth in
acceptance following the attacks the acceptance trajectory following the attacks remains clearly
positive.
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Figure 4: By summing over the posteriors distributions we recover intuitive credibility quantities
for our focal causal estimands: (A) the attack increased acceptance; (B) growth in acceptance
continued during the following years; (C) the rate of continued growth in acceptance was similar
to – although perhaps a little lower than – the inferred rate of growth in Muslim acceptance
had attacks never occurred.
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Discussion

We combine a counterfactual outcomes framework from causal epidemiology with nine years of

national-scale panel data to investigate the psychological effects of the March 2019 Christchurch

New Zealand terrorist attacks on acceptance of the targeted Muslim community during the

following two and a half years. Immediately following the attacks, Muslims experienced the

equivalent of four years instantaneous growth in acceptance above the they would have experi-

enced had the attacks not occurred. Moreover, the post-attack growth rate in acceptance was

similar to the inferred counterfactual growth rate had the attacks not occurred. Results are

robust to selection bias from non-response and panel attrition.

This study addresses a fundamental question in political psychology, where the long-term

psychological effects of terrorism have proved challenging to estimate. A previous regression dis-

continuity analysis suggested declining Muslim acceptance within 90-days after the March 2019

mosque attacks13. Regression to a pre-attack acceptance level would have been consistent with

transitory effects observed for satisfaction with the New Zealand government17. By constrast,

we find that the boost to Muslim acceptance following the March 2019 mosque attacks has been

durable. The New Zealand example is important because it clarifies the minimal boundary of

human possibility. Nevertheless, the generality of minority acceptance in response to radical

white terrorism in other countries, and the mechanisms by which such effects operate, are im-

portant questions for future investigations. We hope these results encourage social and political

psychologists to collect national-scale panel data to address fundamental questions about the

longer term psychological effects of national tragedies.

This study addresses two methodological gaps in the human sciences. The potential outcomes

framework is commonplace in health science. However, relatively few psychological scientists

have adopted this tool for causal discovery32,33. We hope our study encourages the wider use of

causal methods in longitudinal psychology. Second, we demonstrate how to combine information-

rich panel data with multiple-imputation to recover counterfactual no-exposure trajectories after

population-wide exposures. Using information-rich national time series data to identify coun-

terfactual outcomes following population-wide exposures may be particularly useful for mental

health researchers interested in the long-term psychological effects of events that affect entire

populations within narrow time-frames, such as pandemics, natural disasters, or wars.

Finally, this study may hold practical interest. Despite an encouraging positive Muslim

acceptance trend leading up to the attacks3, Muslims had been the least accepted minority

community of any measured in the New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study3. Here, we discover

that the terrorist’s intention to divide this society failed. Following the Christchurch mosque

attacks, Muslim acceptance strongly increased, and acceptance continues to grow. While there

can be little comfort to the friends and families of those whose love was lost, we hope the

knowledge that misbegotten hate caused an enduring acceptance may offer something by way

of consolation and perhaps hope.
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Supplementary Material

1 Setting of the attacks: public and Government response to

the 2019 Christchurch New Zealand mosque attacks

New Zealand is a generally peaceful1 OECD democracy2. Day-to-day criminal activities often

take place3, which may or may not become national news. However, the attacks on March 15

2019 were the most significant incident of mass violence in New Zealand for over 50 years4.

Within minutes of the event, the March 15 attacks attracted national and international news

coverage5,6. The event was quickly designated a terrorist attack7. The Prime Minister of New

Zealand, the Leader of New Zealand’s opposition party, and prominent members of the New

Zealand Parliament attended the gatherings on March 16 2019, in Christchurch8. In the following

days, numerous public gatherings and vigils took place across the country9. The Muslim call

for prayer (Adhaan) was broadcast on national TV and radio, and a national memorial service

was held within a week of the attacks6,10. Despite this response, Muslims remained subject to

ongoing prejudice and neglect. Although the attacks were aimed at Muslims, it did not take

long for Muslims to feel sidelined by the Government’s response. The complaints ranged from

preferential treatment by the Government, inadequate mental health support, concerns related

to the hate-speech law reforms, and an ongoing threat of further attacks, to name a few11–15.

In addition, recent research showed that the public response toward Muslims might have been

superficial and performative16. We report this context to clarify to readers that the attacks

were an event that attracted considerable public attention. Few people would have remained

“unexposed” to this attention in the wake of the attacks. Additionally, although acceptance

of Muslims improved after the attacks, Muslims in New Zealand confront ongoing prejudice

because acceptance of Muslims still lags behind the acceptance of other minorities.

2 Measures

Age Age was assessed by the following two questions, “What is your age?” and “When is your

date of birth?”.

Education The level of education was measured by an 11-point ordinal scale from 0 = no

qualification to 10 = doctoral degree, based on the New Zealand Qualification Framework17.

Is-employed NZAVS asked participants for their employment status using a 4-level nominal

measure (employed full-time, employed part-time, unemployed, and not in the labour force). For

the purposes of this study, we created a binary variable of 0 = unemployed and 1 = employed.

Ethnicity We assessed participants’ ethnicity using the item, “Which ethnic group(s) do you

belong to? (tick the box or boxes that apply to you)”. Provided options were: New Zealand

European, Māori, Samoan, Cook Island Māori, Tongan, Niuean, Chinese, Indian, Other such as

DUTCH, JAPANESE, TOKELAUAN. Please state: ——–. The resultant ethnic groups were
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categorised following the New Zealand Census groups: European, Māori, Pacific Peoples, Asian,

MELAA (Middle Eastern/Latin American/African), and Other.

Identity-male Gender was assessed by asking participants to respond using an open-ended

question, “What is your gender?”. Those who responded as “Male” were coded as “1” and “Not

Male” were coded as “0”.

NZ-deprivation We measured the socioeconomic status of participants’ immediate (small

area) neighborhood using the 2013 New Zealand Deprivation Index, that used aggregate census

information about the residents of small neighborhood-type units to assign a decile-rank index

from 1 = least deprived to 10 =most deprived18. The index was based on a Principal Components

Analysis of the following nine variables (in weighted order): proportion of adults who received a

means-tested benefit, household income, proportion not owning own home, proportion of single-

parent families, the proportion of unemployed, proportion lacking qualifications, proportion

household crowding, proportion no telephone access, and proportion no car access. Thus, the

index reflects the average level of deprivation for small neighbourhood-type units (or small

community areas of approximately 80–90 people each) across the country.

Is-parent We estimated parenthood from related questions, for instance, “How many children

have you given birth to, fathered, or adopted?”. Those with children were coded as “1”, and

the rest were coded as “0”.

Has-partner NZAVS participants were asked, “What is your relationship status?” Those who

reported having a partner were coded as “1” and those who did not were coded as “0”.

Religious identification Participants were asked, “Do you identify with a religion and/or

spiritual group?”. “Yes” responses were coded as “1” and “No” were coded as “0”.

Political orientation Participants were asked, “Please rate how politically left-wing versus

right-wing you see yourself as being”. It was rated on a 7-point scale with 1 = extremely left-wing

to 7 = extremely right-wing.

Resides-urban From the addresses provided, we identified whether participants lived in urban

or rural areas.

Feeling Thermometer Warmth toward Muslims was rated by a one-item measure using the

“feeling thermometer” scale. Participants were asked to rate their feeling of warmth toward

the following groups: NZ European, Māori, Asians in general, Pacific Islanders, Elderly people,

People with a disability, Refugees, Overweight people, Immigrants in general, Chinese, Indians,

Muslims, LGBTQ+ people, and People with mental illness. It was rated on a 7-point scale from

1 = least warmth toward a group to 7 = most warmth toward a group with 4 being neutral.

Here, we use “warmth” and “acceptance” interchangeably.

Table 2 presents sample information.
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Table 2: Demography of participants by wave

Time10 Time11 Time12

(N=47948) (N=47795) (N=47692)

Age
Mean (SD) 48.6 (13.9) 49.8 (13.8) 50.9 (13.8)
Median [Min, Max] 51.0 [18.0, 99.0] 52.0 [19.0, 96.0] 53.0 [20.0, 97.0]
Missing 1 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%) 1 (0.0%)

Education
Mean (SD) 6.30 (2.74) 6.64 (2.65) 6.48 (2.77)
Median [Min, Max] 7.00 [1.00, 11.0] 8.00 [1.00, 11.0] 8.00 [1.00, 11.0]
Missing 1686 (3.5%) 13915 (29.1%) 16698 (35.0%)

Is-employed
No 9817 (20.5%) 7820 (16.4%) 7054 (14.8%)
Yes 38024 (79.3%) 26477 (55.4%) 24784 (52.0%)
Missing 107 (0.2%) 13498 (28.2%) 15854 (33.2%)

Ethnicity
European 38502 (80.3%) 28749 (60.2%) 27004 (56.6%)
Māori 4696 (9.8%) 3372 (7.1%) 2689 (5.6%)
Pacific Peoples 870 (1.8%) 663 (1.4%) 578 (1.2%)
Asian 2411 (5.0%) 1475 (3.1%) 1248 (2.6%)
Missing 1469 (3.1%) 13536 (28.3%) 16173 (33.9%)

Identity-male
No 30019 (62.6%) 22037 (46.1%) 20300 (42.6%)
Yes 17810 (37.1%) 12614 (26.4%) 11643 (24.4%)
Missing 119 (0.2%) 13144 (27.5%) 15749 (33.0%)

NZ-deprivation
Mean (SD) 4.77 (2.73) 4.70 (2.71) 4.66 (2.72)
Median [Min, Max] 4.00 [1.00, 10.0] 4.00 [1.00, 10.0] 4.00 [1.00, 10.0]
Missing 410 (0.9%) 13314 (27.9%) 16064 (33.7%)

Is-parent
No 13672 (28.5%) 9164 (19.2%) 8057 (16.9%)
Yes 32727 (68.3%) 25567 (53.5%) 23997 (50.3%)
Missing 1549 (3.2%) 13064 (27.3%) 15638 (32.8%)

Has-partner
No 11591 (24.2%) 8146 (17.0%) 7529 (15.8%)
Yes 34218 (71.4%) 25752 (53.9%) 23879 (50.1%)
Missing 2139 (4.5%) 13897 (29.1%) 16284 (34.1%)

Religious identification
No 29623 (61.8%) 22422 (46.9%) 20978 (44.0%)
Yes 16905 (35.3%) 11514 (24.1%) 10585 (22.2%)
Missing 1420 (3.0%) 13859 (29.0%) 16129 (33.8%)

Political orientation
Mean (SD) 3.59 (1.38) 3.59 (1.39) 3.48 (1.35)
Median [Min, Max] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00]
Missing 3290 (6.9%) 14178 (29.7%) 16929 (35.5%)

Resides-urban
No 8905 (18.6%) 6514 (13.6%) 6047 (12.7%)
Yes 38635 (80.6%) 27969 (58.5%) 25586 (53.6%)
Missing 408 (0.9%) 13312 (27.9%) 16059 (33.7%)
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3 Retention and sampling plot

Figure 5 describes the NZAVS booster and retention structure19, see also https://go-

bayes.github.io/reports/posts/nzavsnetwork/

Figure 5: Alluvial graph of NZAVS sampling, boosters, and retention.

https://go-bayes.github.io/reports/posts/nzavsnetwork/
https://go-bayes.github.io/reports/posts/nzavsnetwork/
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4 Pre-attack trend in Muslim acceptance

Table 3 indicates that among the cohort who responded to NZAVS Time 4 (2012-2013) there was

increasing acceptance of Muslims in the period leading to the attacks. Cases of known mortality

following enrolment were not considered censored, so not multiply-imputed. We therefore did

not consider the counterfactual setting in which NZAVS respondents who sadly passed away had

survived. However, (1) missing responses and (2) warmth to Muslim ratings might share a com-

mon cause. To infer a within-person trend in Muslim acceptance, we therefore multiply imputed

responses, using baseline indicators of age (by cohort birth-year), education, employment, eth-

nicity, gender, NZ deprivation (SES), parental status, partner status, political orientation, and

urban dwelling to predict missing responses. The results of the adjusted model are presented in

Table 4 and Figure 6. We find a steady increase in the years prior to the shooting of β = 0.05

increments of acceptance per year on an ordinal warmth scale 1-7.

Figure 6: Growth in Muslim acceptance in the years immediately prior to the attacks.

Table 3: Within person averages in warmth to Muslims from 2012 (Time 4) to 2017 suggests
growth in acceptance. Sample N by waves declines from known mortality. Otherwise missingness
is from attrition.

Time4 Time5 Time6 Time7 Time8 Time9

(N=12179) (N=12128) (N=12081) (N=12010) (N=11940) (N=11868)
Muslim Warmth
Mean (SD) 3.66 (1.55) 3.73 (1.56) 3.81 (1.57) 3.77 (1.54) 3.88 (1.50) 4.03 (1.50)
Median [Min, Max] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00]
Missing 400 (3.3%) 2683 (22.1%) 3378 (28.0%) 3976 (33.1%) 4047 (33.9%) 5287 (44.5%)
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Table 4: Pre-attack Muslim acceptance trend model using multiply imputed responses to adjust
for selection bias from attrition reveals steady increase in Muslim acceptance prior to the 2019
Christchurch Mosque attacks.

Parameter Coefficient SE CI low CI high

(Intercept) 3.68 0.01 3.65 3.70
years 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.06

5 Robust Regression Discontinuity Analysis for Effect of the

Attacks on Muslim Acceptance

Fig 1B presents a simple regression discontinuity analysis using all NZAVS sample responses

from years 2012 to 2021 (N = 67, 858), using a cubic spline function, revealing a sharp increase

in acceptance following the attacks, βintercept = 4.00[3.97, 4.03], βpost−attack = 0.38[0.30, 0.46]

Smooth term (timeline)(F = 224.81, 8.63, p < .001).

To correct for matching pre-post attacks we furthermore conducted a robust regression dis-

continuity analysis using the rdrobust package in R20. Figure 7 presents of Sharp RD estimates

using local polynomial regression. The picture is unchanged: Nobs left = 135524 Nobs right

= 85449, Eff obs left = 19476, Eff obs right = 15892, unique obs left = 2307, unique obs right

= 922, robust estimate = 0.377[0.266, 0.487].
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Figure 7: Robust Regression Discontinuity of Attacks on Muslim Acceptance. Note higher
dispersion across expected responses when NZAVS sampling is low or paused, say as during the
2020 COVID lockdown.

6 Causal inference requires inferring missing counterfactual

outcomes

Our task is to infer a causal effect of the attacks on warmth to Muslims. There are Y subjective

ratings of warmth. There are two exposure conditions: A = 1 denotes the experience of the

attacks; A = 0 denotes no experience. There are K measurement intervals: k = 0 denotes

the year of the attack; k = 1 denotes one year following the attack; k = 2 denotes two years

following the attacks.

To infer an individual-level causal effect, we must contrast the expected warmth rating for an

individual at time k had the individual had been exposed to the attacks with an expected warmth

rating at time k if the individual had not been exposed to the attacks. We denote the potential

outcome for the exposure A = 1 as Y a=1
i . We denote the potential outcome for the non-exposure
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A = 0 as Y a=0
i . There is an individual-level causal effect of A on Y if Y a=1

i − Y a=0
i ̸= 0. For

any individual at time k, we may only observe the effect of at most one exposure21,22. Physics

prevents us from both observing Yi|(Ai = 0,K = k) and Yi|(Ai = 1,K = k) within the same

individual. For this reason, we say that Y a=1
i and Y a=0

i are counterfactual or potential outcomes

(we will use these terms interchangeably). Although we cannot generally observe individual-level

causal effects, we may quantify an average or marginal causal effect for a population as the con-

trast between the counterfactual condition in which the entire population was exposed and the

counterfactual condition in which the entire population was not unexposed21. This quantity may

be expressed as: E[Ya=1]−E[Ya=0]. To quantify an average or marginal causal effect requires

satisfaction of at least three conditions: Consistency: an individual with observed exposure Ai

has observed outcome Yi equal to their counterfactual outcome Y A
i =a

i ; Positivity: assignment

to exposure is not counter-factually deterministic. Here, we assume the attacks might never

have occurred; Exchangeability: counterfactual outcomes are independent of actual exposures:

E[Ya] = E[Ya|A]21. Here, our multiple-imputation approach ensures exchangeability assum-

ing that our multiple imputation model is adequate for inferring missing values. When these

conditions are satisfied, causal inference amounts to a missing data problem: Edwards et al.23

states, “even with no explicit missing data, all of the information needed to identify the average

treatment effect is always missing” (p.1453)23. Similarly, Westreich and colleagues24 state, “The

fundamental problem of causal inference . . . is therefore one of missing data, or the inability to

observe all but one potential outcome” (p.1732). Because this assumption cannot be verified, we

performed a number of sensitivity analyses and a data simulation described below. Note that∑
i Y

a
i is deterministic vector not a probabilistic distribution, which we write Ya. In the main

text, following21 we omit the subscript i. This allows us to avoid confusion that Yi is sampling

from a distribution (e.g. Yi ∼ N(µi, σ
2)), and also to simplify our mathematical expressions.

With these distinctions in mind, we next simplify the expression Ya as Y a in mind in accordance

with Robins’ conventional notation.

Missing data are common in observational research, and psychological scientists are gener-

ally aware that missing data may lead to biases that compromise regression estimates. Where

missingness is random conditional on measured indicators (MAR), we may infer missing values

from observations to address this bias. An observation Yi|A = a is either observed Ri = obs or

unobserved Ri = miss. Where Z is an observed set of n × Z measured co-variates sufficient

to predict Dmiss|Dobs we say that values are missing at random (MAR) when PrDr=obs|Z =

PrDr=miss|Z. It follows that we may estimate Dmiss from the joint distribution of (Dobs, Z).

Where, ⊥⊥ means “independent of”, MAR is satisfied if Dr=obs and Dr=missing are exchangeable

conditional on the co-variate set Z.

Dr = miss, Dr = obs ⊥⊥ R|Z

Where missing data are multiply imputed under MAR assumptions, we obtain unbiased

regression estimates by integrating over the uncertainty arising from the multiple imputation

procedure, for example, by implementing Rubin’s rule25. Thus, conditional on satisfaction of

the MAR assumptions, multiple imputations may address bias arising from missingness.

The ultimate goal of psychological research is causal inference - we seek explanations of
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thought and behaviour. However, many psychological scientists are unaware that the funda-

mental problem of causal inference is a missing data problem. To quantify the causal effect of

an exposure A on an outcome Y , we must address three questions: how the world would turn

out in the absence of the exposure; how the world would turn out in the presence of the expo-

sure; do these two outcomes differ from each other. For a dichotomous exposures A = 0, A = 1.

We say there is a causal effect on Y under A = 1 if Y a=1 − Y a=0 ̸= 0. The “fundamental

problem of causal inference” is that we never observe both Y a=1 and Y a=0 for any individual

at the same time. Rather we observe either Y |(A = 0) or Y |(A = 1). An individual causal

effect cannot be directly identified from the data because the potential outcome we require for

causal inference never occurs. The fundamental problem of causal inference is a missing data

problem because Y a=1 is missing among individuals who receive (A = 0), and likewise Y a=0 is

missing among individuals who receive (A = 1). Where the counterfactual consistency theorem

is satisfied, we may assume that Y a = Y |A,L, where A is the exposure or treatment of interest

and L = l is a set of measured confounders. Again, where ⊥⊥ means “independent of”, outcomes

are exchangeable where:

Y a=0, Y a=1 ⊥⊥ A|L

Westreich observes, “There is a one-to-one relationship between the missingness of the po-

tential outcomes and the exchangeability assumption”24. To see this, we may substitute Dr and

R|C with Y a and A|L. To clarify the logic:

(1) The conditions for the consistency theorem are satisfied when:

Y a=0, Y a=1 ⊥⊥ A|L

(2) The conditions for the MAR assumption are satisfied when:

Dr = miss, Dr = obs ⊥⊥ R|Z

(3) If L ∈ Z and no Z is a confounder:

Y a=0, Y a=1 ⊥⊥ A|Z

(4) However, missingness is not independent of the exposure condition. Yet if Y a ∈ Dr, we

may separately impute Y a for A = a because:

Y r = miss, Y r = obs ⊥⊥ R|(Z,A = a)

We emphasise the connection between causal inference and missing data for two reasons.

First, although it is widely agreed in causal epidemiology that causal inference relies on counter-

factual contrasts, much work in the psychological science has proceeded without explicit methods

for recovering unbiased counterfactual contrasts for responses that are never observed across the

entire population, and indeed could never be observed. Although E[Y a=1] − E[Y a=0] is not

generally equivalent to E[Y |A = 1] − E[Y |A = 0], many observational psychologists operate

under the strong assumption of an equivalence26–29.
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Second, outside of causal mediation30,31 multiple imputation methods in causal epidemi-

ology – although employed – remain somewhat peripheral despite their theoretical appeal24

and efficiency32. For population-wide exposure, events multiple imputation may have practi-

cal advantages as well as theoretical advantages: we cannot obtain counterfactual contrasts by

standard methods such IPTW in marginal structural models.

7 Multiple Imputation Approach

FollowingWestreich and colleagues24, we separately imputed Y a=0|Zk=baseline and Y a=1
k |Zk=baseline

(see: Figure 8). Separating multiple imputation by the exposure/no-exposure conditions is

necessary because the data do not contain the joint distributions of both outcomes under

each exposure at the individual level24. For each of N = 47, 948 potential outcomes on each

individual at each wave, we created two response indicators Y 0 and Y 1, for each panel wave

k = 0 . . . 2, corresponding to the two exposure indicators for each wave: A = 0 and A = 1. We

used both lag and lead values of Y to improve predictions of Y, as well as each individual’s

baseline set of covariates Z (which were generally observed). By estimating the time trend as

a second-order polynomial, we recovered outcomes consistent with the prior, positive trend.

We observe that failure to include the second-order polynomial leads to regression to mean

imputation for both the A|a = 1 and A|a = 0 counterfactual conditions. Although we leveraged

information from Time 4-Time 10 to multiply impute no-exposure responses for Time 11 and

Time 12, we retained only the Time 10, Time 11, Time 12 A = 0 responses because those are

the waves for which require counterfactual contrasts with the A = 1,K ≥ 0 attack exposure.

Note that our method did not attempt to recover individual causal effects; the method

instead resembles the predictive imputation for marginal effect estimation by ”cloning”, which

are now commonplace in potential outcomes research30,33. An advantage of multiple-imputation

over predictive imputation is that multiple-imputation recovers population-level heterogeneity

in response, thus enabling better accuracy in estimation of unobserved potential outcomes24,34.

As indicated in Table 1, the method is most vulnerable for imputing fully missing future

outcomes outcomes. We therefore tested the method by removing the observed values in Time 9

and Time 10 (2017/2018), imputed missing acceptance outcomes for these waves, and compared

the imputed with observed averages. Expected acceptance in the pairwise deleted dataset for

years 2012-2017 was (βwave = .07 ) and in the multiply imputed data-set for these same years

was (βwave = 06), suggesting good recovery of population trend.

Figure 8 graphically describes our methods for inferring the missing potential outcomes

required for causal inference of an acceptance trajectory is presented. As indicated in Figure

8, the baseline for the A = 0 was the first observation in which a participant was observed

k ≤ 0,min k = −6. Note: Figure 8 is not a SWIG. The dotted arrows convey associations used

for predicting missing data.

Table 6 is an abbreviated summary of the data structure, which is built on methods for

causal inference developed by Vansteelandt and others24,30,31,33. To simplify, the table starts at

k = 0 time values (i.e. the Time 10 wave in which the attacks occurred). However, the reader

should keep in mind that multiple-imputation for the A = 0 non-exposure condition starts with

those participants who responded to the Time 4 (2012) wave (k = −6), with onward values,
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Figure 8: Multiple Imputation of Missing Values. We use dotted arrows to emphasise that our
method for predicting missing responses differs from our assumptions about causal pathways.

Table 5: Data for imputing missing potential outcomes: no-exposure condition

Attack exposure = 0

Time4 Time5 Time6 Time7 Time8 Time9 Time10 Time11 Time12

(N=12179) (N=12128) (N=12081) (N=12010) (N=11940) (N=11868) (N=47948) (N=47795) (N=47692)

Ys
Mean (SD) 3.66 (1.55) 3.73 (1.56) 3.81 (1.57) 3.77 (1.54) 3.88 (1.50) 4.03 (1.50) 4.18 (1.52) NA (NA) NA (NA)
Median [Min, Max] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] 4.00 [1.00, 7.00] NA [NA, NA] NA [NA, NA]
Missing 400 (3.3%) 2683 (22.1%) 3378 (28.0%) 3976 (33.1%) 4047 (33.9%) 5287 (44.5%) 8029 (16.7%) 47795 (100%) 47692 (100%)

missing or observed, included in the multiple imputation procedure up to Time 12 (k = 2).

Means for the observed values of Muslim warmth for the non-exposure condition are given in

Table 5, and for the exposure condition are given in Table 1.

Validation of approach on observed data

We evaluated the multiple-imputation method by deleting data in previously observed waves

and multiply imputed Muslim-warmth responses from baseline values. First, we deleted all re-

sponses to the two NZAVS waves just before the attacks. We used a combined Cohort from

the Wave 4 (the first wave to include Warmth to Muslims questions) and Wave 8 – the Cohort

whose responses we wished to recover using time-series responses. Second, using the four years of

responses prior to the attacks in the 2012 Cohort, we multiply imputed responses for the deleted

waves. We used the Amelia II package in R, which has capacity for handling longitudinal impu-

tation)35. Finally, we compared the outcomes for the observed data model and for the multiply

imputed data model. Fig 9 presents the results. Nevertheless, presented in 9, the multiply

imputed trend, βwave = 0.06[0.05, 0.06], is close to observed trend βwave = 0.06[0.06, 0.07]

Overall we suggest caution about generalising our imputation approach to other settings.

The information-rich time-series data in the NZAVS appear to largely support our imputation

approach for counterfactual recovery. However, any novel application of this method will require

context-specific testing.
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Table 6: Description of the imputation-based approach. Ŷ a∗
k indicates population-wide miss-

ing outcomes for the exposure estimated conditional on Z baseline covariates. Ŷ a∗
k indicates

individual-level missing outcomes for the exposure arising from non-response or attrition, esti-
mated conditional on Z baseline covariates. Following Westreich24, we estimate exposure and
non-exposure conditions separately.

Id Wave k Exposure Warmth

1 0 0 Y a=0

1 0 1 Ŷ a∗=1

1 1 0 Ŷ a∗=0

1 1 1 Y a=1

1 2 0 Ŷ a∗=0

1 2 1 Y a=1

2 0 0 Ŷ a∗=0

2 0 1 Y a=1

2 1 0 Ŷ a∗=0

2 1 1 Y a=1

2 2 0 Ŷ a∗=0

2 2 1 Ŷ a∗=1

...
...

...
...

Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis. First, we selected selected observations from Times 4-9 (years
2012-2018). Second, we deleted all observations in years 8 and 9. Third, we multiply imputed
these values from observed values. As evident in the figure, the imputation method recovers the
observed slope.
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8 Multiple Imputation Trace Plots

We visually inspected the outputs of Amelia’s time series imputations using the packages ‘tra-

ceplot’ command. Figure 10 presents a random sample of trace plots for the multiply imputed

outcomes of twelve individuals in the no-exposure condition. Outcomes were estimated for either

the full Time 4 sample and the full Time 10 sample (see: S3). In the Time 10 sample, n = 7, 162

participants entered in Time 4 sample. If a participant was confirmed to have deceased, no fur-

ther outcomes were imputed for them. Having leveraged the information from previous waves

when imputing missing outcomes for Time 10, and fully missing outcomes for Time 11 and Time

12, we selected responses from Time 10-12 and assigned Time 10 as the new zero point. Thus

the intercept in our models are interpreted as the expected average population outcome for the

non-exposure condition in Wave 10.

Figure 11 presents a random sample of individual-level traceplots for the multiply imputed

outcomes of twelve individuals in the exposure condition. Because Time 10 was the earliest wave

in which the attacks occurred, we initiated selected all participants from Time 10 and multiply

imputed missing outcomes from Time 10-Time 12. As with the no-exposure condition, we set

Time 10 as zero. The main effect of the exposure condition represents the expected average

response in the entire population in warmth to Muslims following the attacks. Most observed

responses in this wave occurred before the attacks, and in this random same, we find that all

Time 10 responses were multiply imputed. As expected, because both NZAVS data collection

and the attacks were random, the multiply imputed average means were consistent.
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Figure 10: Trace plot for imputed outcomes for the no exposure condition.

Figure 11: Traceplot for imputed outcomes for the exposure condition.
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9 Choice of Sample for Imputing Counterfactual No-Attack

Trend

We compared six approaches to multiply imputing missing counterfactual outcomes: (i) a sample

restricted to those who responded to the initial Time 4 survey, which first included the Muslim

Acceptance scale, and responded to subsequent waves (n = 11, 799); (ii) a sample limited to those

who responded to the NZAVS in the two years before the attacks and responded in subsequent

waves (n = 21, 796); (iii) a sample limited to those who responded to the NZAVS one year

before the attacks as well as the year of the attack (n = 17, 014); (iv) a sample limited to those

who responded to the NZAVS in the year of the attacks, with no information from prior waves

included (n = 47,9478); (v) a combined sample of (i) and (iv) reported in the main text. Results

are presented in Figure 12. As indicated in Figure 12i,ii. with at least two waves of data before

the attacks, multiple imputations recover the counterfactual acceptance trajectory following the

attacks. However, as indicated in Figure 12iii,iv, restricting panel response to anything less than

two years of response fails to recover the counterfactual acceptance trajectory cannot be inferred

by multiple imputation. The approach we report here for multiply imputing missing trajectories

requires at least two waves of data before the baseline wave.
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Figure 12

10 Simulation Study

To investigate the capacity of our method to recover true causal effects, we simulate data using

the simdat package in R36. First we simulated growth in Muslim acceptance in the six-year pre-

attack longitudinal cohort, assuming 20% annual panel attrition. Additionally, we simulated

the exposure condition with 20% annual panel attrition for the next two waves.

By leveraging information from the pre-attack sample, multiple-imputation recovers the

counterfactual trend in acceptance in the population had the attack never occurred. Similarly,

we obtain the correct contrast for this true (and weaker) post-attack trend when modelling

counterfactual responses. We find that the multiple imputation method recovered the simu-

lated counterfactual trajectories in the exposure condition that accrues missing responses and

in the counterfactual contrast trajectory where missingness is complete. Figure 13 presents the

simulated results.
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Figure 13: Simulation study reveals MI using Amelia recovers the unobserved no-exposure trend

11 Statistical Model and Priors

Our statistical model and priors were as follows:

y ∼ Normal(µ,σ)

Normal(µ) ∼ α+ β

β ∼ β1wave + β2attack + β3attack× wave

β1wave ∼ Normal(0, 0.25)

β3attack ∼ Normal(0, 0.25)

β3attack× wave ∼ Normal(0, 0.25)

σ ∼ σno attack + σattack

α ∼ α0 + αjno attack

α0 ∼ StudentT+(3, 4, 1)

αj no attack
∼ exponential(1)

αj no attack
∼ exponential(1)

σno attack ∼ exponential(1)

σattack ∼ exponential(1)
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12 Model Check: Regularised priors

We assessed the influence of priors by simulating posteriors from the priors only37, focusing on

priors with three varying degrees of strength: (1) the BRMS default weakly regularised priors;

(2) moderately regularised priors; (3) moderately regularised priors with lower and upper bounds

for the intercept. Results of these posterior simulations are presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Comparison of priors with varying degrees of strength shows that only strongly
regularised priors lead to predictions within the range of the data. Although strongly regu-
larised priors improve computational speed, choice of priors does not influence the posterior
distributions: in this study, all the information in the posteriors comes from the data.

Results from the strongly regularised priors and the moderately regularised priors are pre-

sented in Figure 15. As indicated in Figure 14, there is little evidence for the choice of priors on

theoretical inference. It is only for philosophical reasons that we report the results of the model

that implemented more robust priors in the main text.
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Figure 15

13 Model Check: MCMC convergence

We separately inspected the convergence of each MCMC chain. All rhats were below 1.01 and

visual inspections of the chains indicated good mixing, Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Comparison of priors with varying degrees of strength shows that only strongly reg-
ularised priors lead to predictions within the range of the data. Although strongly regularised
priors improve computational speed, choice of priors does not influence the posterior distribu-
tions: in this study, all the information in the posteriors comes from the data.
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14 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis: robustness of results to measurement error in pre-attack ac-

ceptance rate

We performed a sensitivity analysis to assess the robustness of the inference to a stronger

pre-attack growth trajectory in Muslim Acceptance. As evident in Figure 17 and Table ??,

constraining wave effects to be twice as strong as the observed trajectory did not affect the core

inference. We estimate continued growth in acceptance following the attacks, which is robust to

strong levels of pre-attack growth. We do not find a regression to pre-attack means but rather

a continued progression in Muslim acceptance.

Figure 17

15 Sensitivity analysis: naive model that drops missing obser-

vations yields biased inference.

Table 7 and Figure 18 presents the results of a naive model that does not adjust for the pre-

attack trend. The baseline condition simply inherits the post-attack trend. Lacking observations

the contrasts are constrained to be identical, as indicated in Table 7.
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Table 7: Naive model obtains incorrect contrast because pre-attack trend is not included

Parameter Coefficient SE CI CI low

(Intercept) 4.17 0.01 0.95 4.16
As1 0.25 0.02 0.95 0.22
Wave:Time11 -0.02 0.02 0.95 -0.05
Wave:Time12 0.03 0.02 0.95 0.00

Figure 18: Prediction plot of naive model reveals the baseline condition simply inherits expec-
tations of the post-attack condition, leading to bias

Table 8: Estimated contrasts in the naive model

Parameter Coefficient SE CI CI low

(Intercept) 4.17 0.01 0.95 4.16
as.factor(As)1 0.25 0.02 0.95 0.22
WaveTime11 -0.02 0.02 0.95 -0.05
WaveTime12 0.03 0.02 0.95 0.00
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16 Results

Results for the 10× pooled Bayesian models are given in Table 10

Table 9: Because our multiple imputation procedure marginalises over the potential outcomes,
we may assess the evidence for specific hypotheses by summing over the posterior distributions;
another valuable feature of the BRMS package is its capacity to compute these sums.

Table 10: Marginal effect of attack on warmth to Muslims

Covariate Estimate Est.Error l-95% CI u-95% CI

Intercept 4.16 0.01 4.15 4.18
As1 0.19 0.01 0.16 0.21
Wave 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.07
As1:Wave -0.01 0.01 -0.03 0.01
sigma As0 0.44 0.00 0.44 0.45

sigma As1 0.26 0.00 0.25 0.26

Figure 19A presents the location estimates for the regression coefficients. The coefficient

for the attack condition “bAs” may be interpreted as the causal estimand of the attack on the

Muslim acceptance. The coefficient for time “bWave” may be interpreted as the counterfactual

trend in acceptance had the attacks not occurred. The interaction term “bAs : Waves” may be

interpreted as the causal difference between the counterfactual acceptance trend after the attacks

and relative to counterfactual trend had the attacks never occurred. Figure 19B presents the

posterior distributions for the two chains×m = 10 merged datasets. We can see that uncertainty

in the interaction term difference is driven largely by one of the m = 10 multiply-imputed data-

set.
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Figure 19: (A) posterior distribution for coefficient locations (averaged). (B) Posterior distri-
bution for coefficient locations (averaged).

17 Results are insensitive to the choice of frequentist or

Bayesian estimator

Figure 19 presents the predicted counterfactual outcomes for the population under the attack

and no-attack exposures. Figure 20i presents the two counterfactual trends inferred with a

maximum likelihood multilevel model obtained using the lme4 package in R38. Figure 20ii,

presents the two counterfactual trends inferred with the BRMS/Stan Bayesian estimator in R39.

As indicated in these graphs, the choice of estimator, whether frequentist or Bayesian, does not

affect the scientific conclusion: the attacks boosted acceptance, which continued to increase at

roughly the same rate as would have occurred had there been no attacks. There was no evidence

for regression to a pre-attack mean.
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Figure 20

18 Software

Analyses were conducted in R version 4.1.340 on MacOS Monteray. We are grateful to the

authors of the following statistical software packages used in this study Honaker et al. [35],

Goldfeld & Wujciak-Jens [36], Bates et al. [38], R Core Team [40], Arel-Bundock [41], Wickham

et al. [42], Makowski et al. [43], Eddelbuettel & François [44], Lüdecke et al. [45], Bates et

al. [46], Wickham [47], Brilleman et al. [48], Eddelbuettel & Balamuta [49], Eddelbuettel [50],

Grolemund & Wickham [51], Lüdecke [52], Bengtsson [53], Bürkner [54, 55], Gabry et al. [56],

Honaker et al. [57], Wickham [58], Kay [59], Wickham & Girlich [60], Müller & Wickham [61],

Rich [62], Wickham [63], Guo et al. [64], Goodrich et al. [65], Goldfeld & Wujciak-Jens [66],

Gabry & Goodrich [67], Makowski et al. [68], Henry & Wickham [69], Pedersen [70], Wickham

et al. [71], Eddelbuettel et al. [72], Lüdecke et al. [73], Bates & Maechler [74], Ooms [75], Spinu

et al. [76], Zhu [77], Müller [78], Xiao [79], Wickham et al. [80], Lüdecke [81], Arnold [82],

Bengtsson [83], Wickham et al. [84], Wickham [85], Lenth [86], Gabry & Češnovar [87], Bolker

& Robinson [88], Bürkner [89], Gabry & Mahr [90], Kassambara [91], and Templ et al. [92].
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